Providers of Emergency Medical Services (EMS) are typically concerned with keeping response times short. A powerful means to ensure this, is to dynamically redistribute the ambulances over the region, depending on the current state of the system. In this paper, we provide new insight into how to optimally (re)distribute ambulances. We study the impact of (1) the frequency of redeployment decision moments, (2) the inclusion of busy ambulances in the state description of the system, and (3) the performance criterion on the quality of the distribution strategy. In addition, we consider the influence of the EMS crew workload, such as (4) chain relocations and (5) time bounds, on the execution of an ambulance relocation. To this end, we use trace-driven simulations based on a real dataset from ambulance providers in the Netherlands. In doing so, we differentiate between rural and urban regions, which typically face different challenges when it comes to EMS. Our results show that: (1) taking the classical 0-1 performance criterion for assessing the fraction of late arrivals only differs slightly from related response time criteria for evaluating the performance as a function of the response time, (2) adding more relocation decision moments is highly beneficial, particularly for rural areas, (3) considering ambulances involved in dropping off patients available for newly coming incidents reduces relocation times only slightly, and (4) simulation experiments for assessing move-up policies are highly preferable to simple mathematical models.
Introduction
In emergency situations, ambulance providers need to respond to requests for ambulances to quickly provide medical aid and transportation to a hospital. It is of utmost importance that ambulances reach emergency locations within a short period of time. Therefore, it is crucial to position ambulances throughout the region such that they occupy good locations with respect to expected demand. Moreover, it is important that a good distribution of vehicles is maintained when ambulances become busy. Hence, modern ambulance providers tend to relocate idle ambulances in order to achieve short response times: the time between the emergency call and the arrival of the ambulance at the emergency scene.
A commonly used quality measure for the performance of the ambulance service provider is the fraction of highest-urgency requests responded to within a certain time threshold, usually between 8 and 15 min. Related to this time threshold is the concept of coverage. An area is said to be covered if it is reachable by an ambulance within the time threshold. One may interpret this coverage as the 'preparedness' of the system to respond to future calls, and therefore one may solve the ambulance relocation problem by relocating ambulances in such a way that an acceptable coverage level of the region is ensured.
Although we focus on EMS, the ideas presented in this paper can be applied to other emergency services (e.g., police, fire fighters) as well. However, adjustments are necessary because the police-and fire fighters system is different from EMS. For instance, unit availability is much larger for firefighters than for ambulances. Moreover, there is less simultaneity of incidents in the fire fighters system. Proactive relocations of fire fighter units were already studied in the seventies by Ref. [17] . For police, the problem is different in the sense that the presence of police cars in an area usually reduces crime rates, and thereby the number of requests.
Related work
The literature on the ambulance relocation problem can roughly be divided in two categories: periodic redeployment and real-time ambulance relocation. The authors of [4] provide a comprehensive survey on both types of repositioning. In the first category, redeployment of ambulances is considered preplanned to anticipate time-dependent https://doi.org/10.1016/j.seps.2017.11.001 Received 11 February 2016; Received in revised form 31 October 2017; Accepted 6 November 2017 fluctuations in demand, travel times, and number of ambulances on duty. These models, extensively surveyed in Ref. [7] and more recently in Ref. [19] , effectively divide the planning horizon into discrete time periods, and then solve the static ambulance location problem 1 multiple times. An early model in the literature on preplanned redeployment is proposed in Ref. [24] . In that paper, the authors extend the maximum expected coverage location problem (MEXCLP), proposed by Ref. [10] , to a location model with time-dependent variation in travel times and fleet size, hence its name TIMEXCLP. This model was applied to the EMS system of Louisville, Kentucky, and a decrease of 36% in response time was achieved. In Ref. [26] , the focus is on preplanned repositioning as well, taking into account time-dependent travel times by extending the double standard model proposed in Ref. [13] into a multi-period version. Minimization of the number of ambulance relocations over the planning horizon while maintaining a satisfactory coverage level, is the topic of [22] , and a two-stage optimization model is proposed. Other papers in which periodic redeployment is considered include [11, 23] , and [33] .
In this paper, we focus on real-time ambulance relocation. In contrast to preplanned repositioning, real-time ambulance relocation bases its decisions on the actual state of the system as it is observed throughout the day. The real-time situation changes often, e.g., due to the arrival of a request whereupon an ambulance is dispatched, or a service completion of a patient. These events can trigger one or multiple ambulance relocations. To the best of our knowledge, Berman ([5,6] ) was the first one to develop an analytical algorithm to solve a relocation problem. The author provided an exact dynamic programming approach to the ambulance relocation problem, although his formulation was tractable only in a simplified version of the problem. Methods for solving the real-time ambulance relocation problem, also known as 'move-up', can be divided in two categories: offline and online methods. A comprehensive study on both types of methods is conducted in Ref. [34] .
In the offline approach, solutions to the ambulance relocation problem are precomputed for a variety of scenarios that may arise. Whenever such a scenario occurs in real time, the corresponding relocation is looked up and applied. The level of detail of these scenarios may differ. For instance, so-called compliance table policies base their decisions on the number of idle ambulances solely, and are therefore a category of policies with low detail about the state of the system. Compliance tables are simple to understand and to use by dispatchers, making this kind of policy a commonly used one. In Ref. [15] , the maximum expected covering relocation problem (MECRP) for the computation of compliance tables is proposed. In Ref. [20] , it is stated that computing compliance tables is just the first part of computing relocation decisions. The second part involves the actual assignment of ambulances to waiting sites, and two offline methods minimizing the total relocation time are proposed, based on compliance tables computed by MECRP. Such a decoupling is also present in Ref. [29] , in which the MECRP model is extended by addressing ambulance unavailability and general performance measures are considered. However, in contrast to the work done in Ref. [20] , an online model for the actual assignment of ambulances to waiting sites is considered. In Ref.
[1] a two-dimensional Markov chain is proposed to analyze the system performance of compliance table policies. This Markov chain is used in Ref. [27] as well. In this work, the steady-state probabilities serve as input to an integer program for the computation of nested compliance tables. A model computing compliance tables in a system with two types of response units is presented in Ref. [31] .
More sophisticated offline policies include additional information about ambulances and requests in the scenarios, (e.g. [21] , and [25] ). However, scalability issues arise when the number of scenarios is too large, yielding an intractable solution space. To overcome this problem, both papers present an approximate dynamic programming approach for the computation of ambulance relocation strategies.
In offline methods, the computation time is not an issue as the solution is computed beforehand. In contrast, in the online approach being able to calculate a relocation decision in real time is of utmost importance. Since obtaining a relocation suggestion quickly is desirable, the main focus in the literature on the online approach is on fast heuristics. One of the first ambulance relocation methods is proposed in Ref. [14] . This model is based on the double standard model of [13] and it is solved via tabu-search. A dynamic relocation model called DY-NAROC is presented in Ref. [2] . This article proposes a policy that includes both the ambulance dispatch as well as relocating idle ambulances, and uses a fast tree-search heuristic to solve DYNAROC. A onestep look-ahead heuristic is considered in Ref. [28] . Several scenarios are constructed that may occur one time-step in the future and these scenarios are combined with each possible relocation decision to obtain a classification of these possible decisions. Finally, the online relocation models proposed in Refs. [16] and [30] are the papers that are most relevant to this work. These two methods are summarized in Section 3.
Contribution
This paper aims to thoroughly analyze the dynamic ambulance relocation process, also known as 'move-up', from a practical point of view. In some sense, it could be considered as a search for the 'best of both worlds' combination of [16] and [30] . The two methods proposed in these papers are easy to understand and to implement, and are therefore very suitable candidates to conduct further research on. Furthermore, unlike many other move-up policies, these two methods have recently been tested in practice. The results from practice are reported in Ref. [32] , and indicate a very good performance on patientrelated performance indicators. For example, the fraction of responses within the time threshold of 15 min was measured to be 96.8% on average, which is better than the national target of 95%.
Both methods have their strengths and shortcomings. A strength of the approach described in Ref. [16] is the ability to anticipate multiple emergency requests rather than just the first one, as done in Ref. [30] . However, in Ref. [30] a general performance measure, modelled by an expert-opinion based function of the response time, is considered, while the authors of [16] only use coverage as their performance measure. In Section 3.2 we discuss the differences between both approaches.
In this paper, we combine the methods developed in Refs. [16] and [30] to obtain practical insights on how an ambulance provider should implement a move-up strategy. We explore features of both algorithms, and their effects on various measures of the response time distribution. While our primary focus is on minimizing the fraction of late arrivals, other values -such as the average response time -are also reported.
Note that decision makers in practice may come to different conclusions based on the characteristics of their EMS region. For example, the size of the demand -as well as how it is spatially distributed, distances and overall workload have a large effect on the dynamics in the EMS system. These characteristics may affect the performance of a move-up policy, and a policy that performs well in one region, will not necessarily give the same result elsewhere. Since we aim to construct a robust algorithm with respect to region characteristics, we include case studies for two different types of regions: the rural region of Flevoland, and the urban region of Amsterdam, both in the Netherlands.
Although ambulance move-up methods can offer great performance improvements, the well-known downside is that the workload for the crew increases, combined with additional costs for the travelled distances. Thereto, we analyze the trade off between the number of moveups, the total travel time needed for relocations, and the reduction in response times. Furthermore, we investigate whether move-up methods can benefit from taking into account vehicles that are currently dropping of a patient at a hospital. It is clear that these vehicles will become idle in the near future, but it is not trivial how one should model this, 1 In which each vehicle always returns to its own home base.
nor is it evident that this will have a positive effect on the performance. We show that taking ambulances at hospitals into account has hardly any effect on the response times, but it does slightly diminish relocation times -and thereby workload -for the crew.
We also investigate the effect of long-distance relocations. The further we send an ambulance, the longer it takes for the system to reach the desired configuration. Therefore, we analyze two options: 1) we bound the relocation time to a certain maximum, i.e., ignoring options that would take too long, and 2) introduce a 'chain movement' of multiple vehicles, thereby breaking up the long drive into several smaller ones, that may be executed simultaneously.
All our results are obtained from trace-driven simulations, that we consider to be an accurate representation of reality. For an elaborate description of the historical data used in these simulations, we refer to Section 4.1.
Problem description
In this section we describe the general EMS process. When idle, ambulance crews spend their shift at designated waiting sites. These could be base stations: structures set aside for parking idle ambulances with a crew room and other facilities for the ambulance personnel. However, if the situation requires, the ambulance crew may also be asked to park up at other waiting sites away from the base station, e.g., parking lots, fuel stations or other hot spots. This practice tends to become more and more common in North America, and although our models allow for this situation, we focus our evaluation on the emergency system in The Netherlands where the number of ambulances on duty usually exceeds the number of waiting sites. Hence, multiple ambulances are typically present at a waiting site.
When a call arrives at the Emergency Control Center, this call is answered by a dispatcher who assists the caller in first aid, inquires the condition of the patient and determines the urgency based on the answers. Meanwhile, the dispatcher consults the dispatching system to see which ambulance is most suitable to respond to the patient, taking into account the current location and status of the ambulances. For calls of the highest urgency, usually the closest idle ambulance is assigned to perform this task.
After selecting an appropriate ambulance, the dispatcher informs the ambulance crew about the location, urgency and condition of the patient. Note that the ambulance is usually present at a base station. However, it could also be the case that an idle ambulance is on the road, headed towards a base after the transportation of a patient for instance. The ambulance crew is expected to leave for the emergency scene immediately, and does not need to return to base first.
After driving some time, with or without lights and sirens depending on the urgency, the ambulance arrives at the scene and starts the medical treatment of the patient. During this treatment, it is decided whether the patient needs transportation to a hospital. If so, the patient is loaded into the ambulance and brought to a hospital. The dispatcher does not have influence on the selection of an appropriate hospital since it depends on the wishes of the patient, the type of the incident and the emergency location.
At the hospital, the ambulance crew unloads the patient and takes her/him to a suitable department, in consultation with the hospital personnel. When the ambulance crew has finished the transfer of the patient, it informs the emergency control center that it is free for service again. If there is no other request to be responded to, a new destination for the ambulance needs to be selected.
Model
In this section, we describe the mathematical model and we introduce the notation used throughout this paper. We model the region of interest as a weighted complete directed graph
(2) . The region is discretized into geographical demand zones, e.g., municipalities, neighborhoods, postal codes or streets. We define V as the vertex set of these demand points. The fraction of demand occurring in node ∈ i V is denoted by d i , and we assume that incidents take place in a Poisson manner with rate λ. Hence, the arrival rate of incidents for node i equals λd i . Let W be the set of potential waiting sites, ⊆ W V, and the number of ambulances is denoted by n. The road-network of the region is modelled by arcs
, where ∈ i j V , . Two different travel times are associated to each arc: τ ij (1) denotes the expected travel time between nodes i and j when driving with lights and sirens turned on, typically used while responding to an emergency or the transportation of a patient to a hospital. If the ambulance is not performing patient-related duties, such as the return to a waiting site, the lights and sirens are not turned on. This yields a longer travel time, denoted by τ ij (2) . As in many papers, we consider a single type of ambulance and a single type of demand priority, inducing a single threshold or target, denoted by T, for the response time.
Algorithms and features
In this section, we first explain the DMEXCLP method as published in Ref. [16] and the penalty heuristic of [30] . Both methods have in common that it is only allowed to relocate vehicles to existing waiting sites. Such a relocation decision may only be taken at discrete decision moments in time, which we will define later. The decision is then computed by complete enumeration in real time. Moreover, both methods incorporate the location of idle ambulances in the same way: for a travelling idle ambulance they pretend that it is already at its destination instead of at its current location. This choice has two advantages: first of all, for a real-life system it is typically easier to keep track of destinations since they change less often than current locations. Second, there is a methodological advantage: for a moving ambulance, its current location is only relevant for a very short time, while our relocation decision should be beneficial to the system for a longer time. In Section 3.3 we will describe the incorporation of several aspects considered in Ref. [30] into the DMEXCLP method and into the simulation used for obtaining results. In order to keep the descriptions concise, we sometimes omit the use of the word 'expected' when we, for instance, speak about coverage or travel times.
Summary of DMEXCLP
In its original form, the DMEXCLP method moves a vehicle when it becomes idle after finishing service of a patient. At such so-called decision moments it relocates this ambulance to an appropriate waiting site within the region. The sole objective of DMEXCLP is to maximize the number of incidents that can be reached within the time threshold T. In that sense, DMEXCLP is closely related to the Maximum Expected Covering Location Problem (MEXCLP), formulated as an ILP in Ref. [10] . This problem was designed to compute an optimal static distribution of vehicles over waiting sites, by calculating the coverage of the region. It is often used as the basis for an extension to more complicated models, like the Adjusted MEXCLP presented in Ref. [3] .
MEXCLP defines the coverage of a region in terms of a 'busy fraction' q. This busy fraction is predetermined, and assumed to be the same for all vehicles. It can be estimated by dividing the expected load of the system by the total number of available ambulances. Furthermore, ambulances are assumed to operate independently. Consider a demand point ∈ i V that is within the time threshold T of k ambulances. We can straightforwardly determine this number k using the expected travel times τ ij (1) , ∈ i j V , . The probability that at least one of these k ambulances is available at any point in time, is then given by − q 1 k . If we let d i be the demand at node i, the expected covered demand of this vertex is
The MEXCLP positions the ambulances in such a way that the total maximal expected covered demand, summed over all demand points, is reached. DMEXCLP, or Dynamic MEXCLP, reuses this definition of coverage, but computes it for relocation purposes each time when an ambulance becomes available. At such a decision moment, the current state of the system is observed. DMEXCLP disregards all information about ambulances that are busy, and focuses purely on the set of idle vehicles. As mentioned, we only consider the destination of idle ambulances. (If an ambulance is at a waiting site, we define its destination to be its current location.) Information regarding the destination of each ambulance is captured by variables n j : the number of idle ambulances that have waiting site j as destination, ∈ j W. In addition, DMEXCLP requires information on
. At a decision moment, the DMEXCLP method proposes to send the ambulance, that just became idle, to the waiting site that results in the largest coverage according to the MEXCLP model. This is equivalent to choosing the waiting site that maximizes the marginal coverage over all demand. This marginal coverage can be interpreted as the added value of having a k th ambulance nearby, and is given by
The waiting site that results in the largest marginal coverage over the entire region can be computed by
expresses the number of idle ambulances that have a destination within range of demand point i, assuming that the ambulance of consideration will be relocated to waiting site w. That is, it counts the number of ambulances that in the near future may respond timely to an incident in i.
Comparison of DMEXCLP to penalty heuristic
In this section, we highlight differences between the penalty heuristic, presented in Ref. [30] , and the DMEXCLP method as published in Ref. [16] . As mentioned above, similarities exist between both methods. Both papers differ on the following five major aspects:
1. Coverage: The penalty heuristic uses a different notion of coverage:
an area is either covered or not covered. It therefore ignores multiple vehicle coverage and ambulance unavailability. In the penalty heuristic, the closest ambulance defines the coverage of a demand point solely. This so-called single coverage comes down to a MEXCLP model with = q 0. That is, MEXCLP may be interpreted as a generalization of single coverage. 2. Number of decision moments: The penalty heuristic allows for relocation to be executed immediately after the dispatch of an ambulance to an incident, as well as the moment when an ambulance becomes available. In contrast, DMEXCLP proposes a relocation only when an ambulance becomes available. This choice has to do with the fact that DMEXCLP was originally designed for busy regions, in which vehicles often become idle. 2 3. Busy ambulances: For the penalty heuristic ambulances at hospital also may provide coverage: they consider an ambulance as dispatchable if its transfer time at a hospital exceeds a predefined standard τ . That is, after some time, the transfer may be interrupted if necessary. This influences the coverage of the region, as now a busy ambulance covers the direct neighborhood of the hospital. In contrast, for DMEXCLP busy ambulances do not contribute to the coverage. 4. Chain relocations: In the penalty heuristic a chain relocation is set up in order to attain the desired ambulance configuration in less time.
The, otherwise possibly long, trip may be split into two or more trips, in which multiple ambulances are involved. We refer to [30] for a graphical illustration. (Note that this extension does not influence the calculation of which waiting site should receive one additional vehicle: it can be regarded as a second step, executed after the computation of the new ambulance configuration.) For DMEXCLP, however, only an ambulance that just finished service may be sent to a new waiting site. 5. Objective: The penalty heuristic uses a rather general function of the response time for its objective. In fact, any non-negative non-decreasing function defined on ≥0 may be applied here, relating a certain penalty to each possible response time (hence the name penalty heuristic). This makes it possible to account for more complex measures, e.g., medical outcomes (cf. [12] ). The penalty function is given by 
(1 )
and displayed in Fig. 1 for = α 0.008, = β 5, and = T 720. DMEXCLP on the other hand, focuses solely on the minimization of late arrivals. Note that the objective of DMEXCLP is in fact a special case of the penalty heuristic's objective: it can easily be modelled by the penalty function
We conclude that -in one way -DMEXCLP is richer than the penalty heuristic, as the multiple and non-integer MEXCLP coverage is a generalization of the penalty heuristic's single coverage. However, on the other points, the assumptions made in DMEXCLP are generalized in the penalty heuristic. In the next section, we will explain how we modify the original DMEXCLP method by incorporating a number of features related to the five aspects described above.
Modification of DMEXCLP
In this section we address some features considered in Ref. [30] . We explain the incorporation of these into the DMEXCLP method in this section. Moreover, we introduce a new feature, neither considered in Ref. [16] nor in Ref. [30] : a bound on the relocation time. One by one, we discuss the incorporation of these features.
Decision Moments. At the added decision moment -when a vehicle is dispatched -it is not clear from which waiting site an ambulance should be relocated to. This is easily computed, however, by the Fig. 1 . Penalty function used in Ref. [30] . 2 Although the authors state that the method can be easily adjusted for usage at other types of decision moments, it is not clear which ambulance should be relocated.
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following modification of Equations (1) and (2):
in which w 1 and w 2 denote the old origin and new destination of the vehicle to relocate, and
as defined in Equation (2) . In Equation (4) each possible waiting site pair with at least one ambulance at the origin, is evaluated. Since the number of waiting sites is typically small, the maximization in Equation (4) can be computed by complete enumeration.
Busy ambulances
Although the authors of [30] allow transfer time interruptions if the transfer at a hospital has lasted for at least τ seconds already, we do not in this paper. After all, the allowance of these preemptions is a specific rule for their region of interest, but not universally adopted. We take into account these busy ambulances in a different way. We assume that the hospital transfer time follows a probability distribution. Let
denote the expected remaining transfer time of ambulance a if its transfer already lasted for τ a ( ) time. Moreover, let ∈ h a V ( ) denote the demand zone in which the hospital where ambulance a is busy is located. Let A be the set of ambulances currently dropping off a patient at a hospital. We adjust Equation (2) as follows:
That is, ambulance a contributes to the coverage of demand point i if the sum of its expected remaining transfer time and the travel time of the current location to i does not exceed T.
Chain relocations
As stated before, the use of chain relocations is not a modification of the DMEXCLP method, but the calculation of this chain is a subsequent step: the expression of Equation (1) is not modified. In Ref. [30] , the Linear Bottleneck Assignment Problem is considered for this computation. We refer to [8] for an extensive discussion on this problem. This approach assumes all ambulances as eligible for participation in a chain relocation. The authors of [30] conclude that the benefit to the patientbased performance of a chain relocation consisting of more than two links is very small. They observe a large performance gain, however, if chains consisting of two links are used. The crew-based performance decreases if chains consist of more than two links, as a consequence of an inflation in number of relocations. As the regions considered in the numerical study of this paper are the same as in Ref. [30] , we follow their conclusion and restrict that at most two ambulances may take part in a chain relocation. The computation of these chains can be done by brute-force.
Relocation time bounds
At a decision moment, the DMEXCLP method searches for the waiting site for which the expected coverage is maximized, without taking into account the current location of the ambulance. However, from both patient and crew perspective, it might be beneficial to steer the system towards a good, but not the best, configuration that can be attained quickly. After all, driving to a waiting site, although best classified by DMEXCLP, may take long. In order to study the behaviour of the performance if the focus is on good local configurations, we impose an upper bound B on the relocation time of an ambulance. That is, we do not allow the relocation of an ambulance to a waiting site for which the driving time between its current location and destination exceeds B time-units. Let c be the current location of the ambulance under consideration. Then we modify Equation (1) as follows:
That is, we evaluate only the waiting sites that can be reached within B time-units from the current location of the ambulance in the maximization. In Section 4.6 we analyze the behaviour of the system on both patient and crew-based performance for different values of B.
Performance criteria
The incorporation of a different performance criterion, such as the one considered in Equation (3) and Fig. 1 , requires more effort than the previous features: one can no longer simply count the number of ambulances within range of demand node i. After all, each idle ambulance contributes to the coverage of i, no matter how far away. Due to the notion of MEXCLP coverage, this contribution levels off the farther away an ambulance: with probability − q 1 the closest one to i is available and responds to an incident occurring there, inducing a penalty of τ Φ( ) ji if the closest ambulance to i is located at waiting site j. With probability −(1 ) the second closest responds, generating
j i penalty if this ambulance is at ′ j , and so on. Let … c w n n ( , , , )
denote the configuration in which each idle ambulance is at its destination, assuming that w is selected as destination for the ambulance that just became free. We define
), , , )
if and only if the l th closest available ambulance to demand node i is at waiting site j according to configuration … c w n n ( , , , )
, and 0 otherwise. Let A be the number of available ambulances. Then, we compute w by
Note that Equation (8) is a minimization problem, as penalty functions are non-decreasing in the response time.
Numerical study
The purpose of this section is to show computational results on the performance regarding the in-and exclusion of the described features in the algorithms explained in Section 3. Results are obtained by tracedriven simulations using historical incident data for two EMS regions in The Netherlands.
Experimental setup
We base our computations on two different EMS regions in The Netherlands: the EMS regions of Flevoland and Amsterdam. These regions are opposites of each other in terms of size and population. Flevoland is a large yet sparsely populated region, according to Dutch standards. On the other hand, Amsterdam is small but urban. Next, we will describe the regions in more detail. We refer to Figs. 2 and 3 for a geographical representation of Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively.
Flevoland
Flevoland covers approximately 1400 km 2 and a population density of 285 inhabitants per square kilometer. The mean annual number of urgent EMS calls per capita is 0.047. Almost half of the total population of Flevoland lives in the city indicated with a '1' in Fig. 2b . The remaining population is mainly concentrated in the five other towns, although a couple of small villages exist as well, especially in the northeast. An ambulance waiting site, indicated by a dot in Fig. 2 , is located in or near each of the six major towns. There are three additional waiting sites, with a capacity of one ambulance, located at strategic locations in the region. The crosses in this figure mark the two hospitals in Flevoland. We aggregate the region into 93 demand nodes, based on 4-digit postal codes. Note that the postal code corresponding to the dot T Fig. 3 , respectively. The numbers in brackets denote the actual waiting site capacities. The region is aggregated into 162 postal codes, which serve as demand points. Moreover, both a waiting site and a hospital are present in the postal codes corresponding to dots 2, 4, 5, and 11. Approximately 73% of the patients needs transportation to a hospital.
Historical data on emergency requests in the years 2010 and 2011 was provided by GGD Flevoland and Ambulance Amsterdam, the ambulance service providers of Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. We used the 2011 data to build two traces based on this data and simulate them in a discrete-event simulation. The trace is constructed as follows. We consider all emergency requests occurring between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m., generally the busiest time of the day. In the trace, we include the following incident related information:
• Time of occurence, i.e., the time of the emergency call;
• Location of occurence (postal code);
• Time spent on-scene by the ambulance;
• Hospital transfer time.
Emergency requests for which the above mentioned data is incomplete are ignored. Furthermore, we check all data for feasibility: if durations are negative or unrealistically long, we ignore such requests as well. We are interested in an algorithm that performs well for most days. Therefore, we classify the days for which the number of incidents falls outside the interval
as outliers, where μ and σ denote the mean number of requests per day and the standard deviation, respectively. This results in an exclusion of two days for both regions. Moreover, we remove the last 12 days of the year because the fleet capacity was inadequate. We connect the remaining 352 days such that 6 p.m. is followed directly by 7 a.m. the next day to ensure that the ambulance system is in continuous operation. This avoids that the system becomes empty over night, and thereby our approach allows us to obtain measurements that are close to 'steady state', which is what we are interested in. In the resulting trace 7632 and 41,996 incidents occur in Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. This yields an hourly arrival rate of 1.97 and 10.84 emergency requests, respectively. Moreover, around 87% and 73% of the patients needs transportation to a hospital, respectively. The average busy time of an ambulance is 0.74 and 0.73 h, excluding relocation time after the transfer.
In our estimations for the demand probabilities per postal code we make sure to avoid overfitting. Overfitting can occur if one uses the same data both for estimation of parameters and for validation. Therefore, our estimations are based on observations in the year 2010, while our incident trace used for validation is based on 2011. This ensures a so-called out-of-sample validation.
In our simulation, the closest idle ambulance always responds to the incident. If no ambulance is available, the call enters a queue. Once an ambulance becomes available from service again, it is immediately dispatched to the longest waiting request. Moreover, if a patient needs transportation to a hospital, the closest hospital is selected.
Note that historical driving times are not used in the simulation directly: the observed driving times in the historical data are largely dependent on the location of the ambulance at the time of dispatch. This location itself is a result of the incidents in the past, as well as the particular relocation strategy used in practice at the time. Therefore, the ambulance driving times cannot be directly taken from the historical data. Instead, we use deterministic travel times estimated by the RIVM, 3 which provided us tables containing travel times between each pair of postal codes in the regions of consideration. These estimations were done by analyzing the origins and destination postal codes of ambulance movements, while differentiating 22 road types. We refer to [18] for a more detailed description on the travel time model used for the estimation of these travel times. We interpret the travel times in these tables as the arc lengths τ (1) . The travel times τ (2) are obtained by multiplying τ (1) with 10 9 . We do not simulate a dispatch time or pre-trip delay.
We test the performance of the methods considered on the following seven statistics:
1. Percentage on time: the fraction of requests responded to within the response time threshold of 12 min. Actually, the statutory threshold in The Netherlands is 15 min, but typically 3 min are reserved for handling the phone call and the pre-trip delay. We also provide confidence intervals, computed via the batch means method with 25 batches of two weeks each. 2. Mean response time. 3. Number of relocations per ambulance per hour. This number also includes the relocation of an ambulance that just finished service, as well as redirections. 4. Average relocation time. Note that this number is solely based on the travel times τ (2) since it is not allowed to perform a relocation with lights and sirens turned on. 5. Total relocation time. 6. Mean single coverage. Each time a relocation decision is made in the simulation, the distribution of ambulance vehicles over waiting sites changes. At that moment, we compute the coverage of the region as if each idle ambulance was already at its destination, based on the assumption that a demand point is covered if it is covered by at least one ambulance (single coverage). This coverage value lasts until the time of the next event: the arrival or completion of a call. The reported percentage is a time-average over the complete simulation horizon. 7. Mean MEXCLP coverage. The computation of this value is similar to the computation of the mean single coverage, but we use the MEXCLP coverage instead.
It is difficult to validate the above described simulation model in the sense that we cannot directly compare the results with measurements from practice. The most important reason for this is the interaction between urgent and non-urgent patient transport in practice. These non-urgent requests are taxi-like transports of patients that are not able to travel to the hospital themselves. These requests are different in nature, since they can usually be scheduled in advance, and we do not wish to mix the two cases in our analysis. Therefore, the number of ambulances we assume to be on duty is smaller than the number in reality. Moreover, the ratio of EMS vehicles changes throughout the day, depending on the roster used and even the number of unplanned absences (e.g. sick leave). Therefore the system as a whole, with interactions between urgent and non-urgent transport, becomes noisy and this makes it hard to validate the model. As most researchers in EMS planning do, we decided to focus on urgent patients only -a case which is already hard enough in itself.
In our implementation, we choose a fleet size such that a 'good' policy gives a performance of a magnitude that is realistic for practical purposes: 10 and 18 ambulances for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. Busy fractions = q 0.1716 and = q 0.4991 are computed by dividing the total patient-related work by the total duty time of all ambulances. 3 Rijksinstituut Volksgezondheid en Milieu (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment).
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Original DMEXCLP method
In this section, we report results for both regions of interest, Flevoland and Amsterdam, of the original DMEXCLP method, as proposed in Ref. [16] . Moreover, we compare these results to the static policy according to the MEXCLP solution: each ambulance returns to its home base station when newly idle. Results are listed in Table 1 .
A large performance improvement in terms of late arrivals can be observed in Table 1 for the Amsterdam region. This quantity decreased from on average 6.19%-4.10%, a difference of 2.09% point and a decrease of 33.76%, even outperforming the performance gain reported in the original article ( [16] , for the region of Utrecht). However, the performance gain regarding this criterion is small for Flevoland: a difference of 0.11% point, which is a decrease of only 2.1%. Moreover, the confidence bounds for this region overlap almost entirely. In addition, the gaps in mean single coverage and mean MEXCLP coverage between the static and DMEXCLP policy are much smaller for Flevoland. This was already foreseen in Ref. [16] , and a possible explanation for this phenomenon is given: the DMEXCLP method is designed for busy areas in particular. The hourly arrival rate of incidents in Flevoland is much smaller compared to the urban Amsterdam region. As a consequence, there are fewer relocation moments, inducing a smaller performance improvement. (In the next subsection, we allow additional decision moments.)
In contrast to Flevoland, the number of ambulance relocations in Amsterdam does not equal the number of incidents. This is explained by the fact that in Amsterdam sometimes the situation occurs that none of the ambulances is available for a reported incident. As soon as an ambulance finishes service of a patient, it is immediately dispatched to a waiting call. This is not recorded as a relocation and hence, the number of relocations does not necessarily equal the number of incidents. Based on Table 1 one can compute that the total number of incidents for which no ambulance was immediately available, equals 655 and 575 for the static and DMEXCLP policy, respectively.
Another observation is that the mean response times in Amsterdam are longer than in Flevoland. This is not what one would expect, since Amsterdam is urban and Flevoland is a rural region, according to Dutch standards. The explanation for this phenomenon is as follows: although Flevoland is rural, there are several larger towns that have an ambulance base station (see Fig. 2 ). Most incidents occur in these towns, so if an ambulance is located at the nearest station, it is quite close to the incident location, inducing a relatively short response time. This is typically not the case in Amsterdam, where the incident locations are more geographically spread out.
Note that both the mean single and MEXCLP coverage performance indicators serve as an estimate of the number of calls for which the response time threshold is achieved. As observed in Table 1 , the mean single coverage is an optimistic approximation of this quantity for both policies, as expected. After all, ambulance unavailability is not taken into account in the concept of single coverage. The relative gap between mean single coverage and percentage on time is smaller for Flevoland, compared to Amsterdam, for both policies. This is not very surprising, since in Flevoland the overlap in coverage of multiple ambulances is very small: the distances between the 6 large towns generally exceed the time threshold. Only multiple ambulances parked at one and the same waiting site provide overlapping coverage. Furthermore, the busy fraction in Flevoland is relatively low. Therefore, the error made when ignoring ambulance unavailability will also be small.
Even for Flevoland, the mean MEXCLP coverage over time turns out to be a more accurate approximation for the on time arrivals, although there is still a small gap. Note that for Amsterdam the mean MEXCLP coverage is closer to the observed percentage on time. We conjecture that this is due to the way in which the coverage is computed. As explained earlier, we compute this based on the configuration in which each ambulance is at its destination. For Amsterdam, the time until the desired ambulance configuration is attained is much shorter as a consequence of both a smaller area and a larger number of waiting sites, compared to Flevoland. Therefore, the mean MEXCLP coverage is a more accurate estimate on the percentage on time for Amsterdam than for Flevoland.
Decision moments
As explained in Section 3.3, we allow the dispatcher to perform an ambulance relocation if the number of available ambulances decreases, just after the dispatch. As a consequence the number of opportunities to steer the system is multiplied by 2. Results are displayed in Table 2 . In this table and the forthcoming ones, the default policy is the DMEXCLP policy explained in Section 3.1, without any additional features. This policy outperforms the static policy, commonly used as benchmark policy in ambulance literature, on the most important performance indicators, as Table 1 underlines.
For the percentage on time criterion, we observe an increase of 0.63 and 0.45% points for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. That is, the number of late arrivals decreased by 12.53% and 10.98%. We conclude that for Flevoland, the effect of adding additional relocation moments is much larger than the original effect of changing from static ambulance planning to the default move-up method (which was 2.1%). For Amsterdam, the default move-up already had a large effect, hence the added benefit of additional relocation moments seems smaller in comparison.
Surprisingly, the results on mean response times do not concur with those on the late arrivals criterion: in Flevoland, a performance gain of only 1.64% is achieved. In contrast, the mean response time in Amsterdam decreases with 7.44%. A possible explanation for this behaviour is as follows: since Flevoland is a rural region, an ambulance travelling between two waiting sites provides no or very little coverage. After all, few people live in the areas between the cities, cf. Fig. 2 . In contrast, a large part of the Amsterdam region is urban, cf. Fig. 3 . In an urban area, an ambulance performing a relocation drives through a 
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densely populated area, being able to respond to an incoming call in that area quickly. As the number of ambulance relocations almost doubles for both regions, this effect will be largest in Amsterdam, resulting in a relative large decrease in mean response time.
In the crew-related performance indicators, we observe both an increase in number of relocations and average relocation time. As a consequence, the total relocation time is more than doubled. A trade-off between patient-and crew-based performance, which is the subject of [30] , is clearly visible here as well. The question arises whether this large increase outweighs the gain in patient-based performance. It is up to the ambulance service provider to decide on this, but we suspect that the answer depends on the daily workload of the crew. As this is typically lower in rural regions, we expect those EMS providers to be more open to additional relocation moments.
Note that for Amsterdam the mean MEXCLP coverage is now an optimistic estimate for the number of calls responded to within the time threshold, if more decision moments are allowed. We conjecture that this is due to the 'intended configuration', on which the computation of the mean MEXCLP coverage is based, changes so often that only a small fraction of these configurations is actually attained. That is, the steering towards the intended ambulance configuration is often interrupted by a new decision moment, which results in a different desired configuration.
Hospitals
In this section, we explore the differences in performance if ambulances transferring patients at hospitals are taken into account. We do this in two ways. First, we consider the data obtained via the ambulance service providers and fit a distribution on the busy times of an ambulance at a hospital. As mentioned in Section 3.3, we plug in the expected remaining service time in the formula given the hospital time already elapsed. As an alternative approach, we simulate the system in which we have 'perfect information' regarding the hospital transfer time. We assume that we know this time when an ambulance arrives at the hospital, which results in a deterministic remaining service time. This approach clearly is a rather optimistic approach, and it can be interpreted as a bound on the knowledge that one can have on the remaining service time. However, this approach is more realistic than one might expect at first glance, as ambulance crews and dispatchers in The Netherlands are able to estimate the hospital transfer time rather accurately. 4 In particular, hospitals in The Netherlands do not suffer from queues building up at an emergency department, in contrast to North America where the average transfer time can be very large and highly variable, cf [9] . We estimate the service time at a hospital by a Weibull distribution, for both regions. In our experience, this distribution provides a rather accurate approximation. Moreover, a Weibull distribution for this quantity was also used in both [21] and [28] . The means of the fitted distributions are 966 s and 1160 s for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. The differences in mean are probably explained by the fact that the hospitals in Amsterdam are typically larger, and thus the ambulance personnel spends more time on the transport of the patient to the appropriate department within the hospital. Moreover, for Flevoland the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution are 1081 and 1.669. For Amsterdam these numbers are 1307 and 1.869. Based on the Weibull distributions, we calculate the expected remaining transfer time for each possible value of service time already elapsed.
In Table 3 , we listed simulated results on the assumption of Weibull distributed transfer times and perfect information, and we compare those to the default policy explained above. We observe neither an increase nor a decrease in the patient-related performance indicators in the Weibull case. A small decrease in average relocation time can be noted, which has a small effect on the total relocation time as well. Based on these observations, one might conclude that the inclusion of ambulances busy at a hospital in the algorithm in the way described in Section 3.3 does not influence the performance. Moreover, we do not observe an improvement in the patient-related performance indicators in the system in which we have perfect information about the transfer times. Based on these results, we claim that taking into account ambulances busy at a hospital in the way we did (as explained in Section 3.3), has no effect on the patient-related performance, regardless the distribution used.
In contrast, the assumption of perfect information leads to a shorter average relocation time of 4.5% and 5.8% for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively, while the number of relocations stays equal. As a consequence, the relocations are shorter. This is probably explained by the fact that ambulances at hospitals contribute to the coverage in the near surroundings of that hospital. Therefore, decisions made while the ambulance was in the hospital, would typically not have sent idle vehicles towards this hospital area. 5 When the ambulance eventually becomes available, it is therefore more likely that it is needed to provide coverage in the area close to the hospital.
Chain relocations
In Ref. [30] , it is stated that it is beneficial to use chain relocations: the break-up of a certain long lasting relocation into multiple short relocations by different ambulances. Moreover, their computational results -based on the same regions considered in this paper -show substantial benefit when using two links instead of one, but more than two links appears to be redundant. We simulate the system according to this regime: a relocation is decomposed into a chain relocation of length two if this reduces the time until the new configuration is attained. Results are displayed in Table 4 .
Although the time until the desired configuration is attained is decreased, we do not observe a gain on the patient-related performance criteria. Instead, even a slight deterioration can be seen in Table 4 . This contradicts the findings of [30] . This is probably due to the fact that in Ref. [30] extra decision moments are allowed, as considered in Sections 3.3 and 4.3. In Section 4.7, we will study the effect of the combination of extra decision moments and chain relocations.
As expected, the number of relocations increases a lot in a regime in which chain relocations are allowed. In approximately 52% of the times an ambulance becomes available, an additional ambulance is relocated in Flevoland. This percentage for Amsterdam is approximately 56%. One would expect this percentage for Amsterdam to be much higher, as more waiting sites and ambulances are present in Amsterdam. Hence, 4 As we have learned from discussions with dispatchers and management. 5 Or at least, not as much as the default algorithm would have.
there are more possibilities to set up a chain relocation. However, the distances between waiting sites in this region are shorter, whereby the gain of chain relocations is probably smaller. This is also reflected in the average relocation time. Of course, this quantity decreases tremendously for both regions, but the relative decrease for Flevoland is much larger, as a consequence of the longer distances between waiting sites.
Relocation time bounds
As explained in Section 3.3, we impose different bounds on the relocation time of an ambulance. This bound is given by the variable B. If there is no waiting site that can be reached within B minutes exists, the ambulance travels to the nearest waiting site. For = B 0, the obtained policy is equivalent to this 'nearest base'-policy. 6 In Figs Tables 5 and 6 results on all performance indicators are displayed for = B 0,10,20,30 minutes. In Fig. 4 we observe a large difference in the system's behaviour. For Amsterdam, the bound B has little influence: the percentage of calls reached within the time threshold is close to 95% for all levels of B. In contrast, we see a huge improvement in performance for larger values of B in Flevoland: for < B 12 the percentage on time is below 75% and this increases up to approximately 95%. This phenomenon has a simple explanation: it is a consequence of both the size and the number of waiting sites and hospitals in Flevoland. The mean distances between two waiting sites are much larger, so for small values of B there are few possibilities for the destination of an ambulance after a service completion. Moreover, since there are only two hospitals in the region and approximately 75% of the ambulances become available there, relocations to waiting sites 3, 4, 5 and 6 do not take place.
Another interesting point is the drop between = B 7 and = B 8 for Flevoland. This behaviour is due to one relocation in particular: the relocation time for an ambulance between the hospital in city 1 and waiting site 7 is exactly 7.5 min. Thus, for = B 7, an ambulance becoming free at this hospital moves to waiting site 1, regardless of the number of ambulances already present there. In contrast, for = B 8, this ambulance travels to waiting site 7, if unoccupied. The benefit of covering the southeastern part is outweighed by the performance loss in city 1. This aspect can be observed in the coverages displayed in Table 5 as well.
All large jumps are easily explained as well: the jump at = B 12 is due to the allowance of a relocation from 2 to 9; the one at = B 18 is due to the relocation from 1 to 3. If = B 20, it is now allowed to relocate an ambulance from 2 to both 4 and 5 as well. Finally, waiting site 6 can be reached from 2 if B exceeds 23 min. These jumps are largely visible in Fig. 5 as well. Moreover, the large increase in total relocation time at = B 36 is due the fact that relocations from 1 to 4 and 6 both are acceptable now.
The pattern for Amsterdam is of different shape: the best performance is achieved for ≤ ≤ B 10 1 3 , although the differences are minor. Apparently, it is beneficial to the performance if one chooses a relatively close waiting site if an ambulance is newly free. That is, a local optimum that can be reached quickly performs better than a global one for which it takes long until that configuration is attained. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the large number of events and thus decision moments in Amsterdam. This behaviour is also reflected in 
Combinations
In this section, we will combine different highly promising features and test the method for both regions. Moreover, we compare the performance with two other policies: the penalty heuristic of [30] Tables A1 and A2 . We do not allow chain relocations. 5. The same compliance table is used, but we allow chain relocations now. 6. Penalty heuristic, (see Section 3.2).
Results are displayed in Tables 7 and 8 . Although allowing chain relocations initially did not result in better performance regarding the percentage on time criterion, as observed in Table 4 , it is a valuable addition if it is combined with the allowance of extra decision moments, for both regions. If we compare Table 2 , which shows the best performance concerning this criterion up to now, with the first columns in Tables 7 and 8 , we see that performance improvements of 0.64 and 0.88% points are achieved for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. That is, the number of late arrivals decreased with 14.55% and 24.11%. This behaviour is probably explained by the following reason: it is more likely that a poor ambulance configuration arises just after the dispatch than when an ambulance becomes available. Therefore, at that decision moment, it is more important to attain the desired configuration quickly. This is achieved by using chain relocations, explaining the difference in performance.
If we compare columns 1, 2 and 3 in Tables 7 and 8 , we barely see any differences in patient-based performance. This underlines the observations in Section 4.4. Results on crew-based performance are similar to those obtained in Section 4.4 as well.
Note that the DMEXCLP method in which extra decision moments and chain relocations are allowed (columns 1, 2, and 3 in Tables 7 and  8 ) performs significantly better than the MEXCLP compliance table policy on the percentage on time criterion. Moreover, it also outperforms the compliance table on the crew-related performance indicators. We conclude that although allowing for chain relocations in the compliance table policy (column 5) reduces the average relocation time, this effect is outweighed by the dramatic increase in number of relocations.
One can also observe that the number of relocations per hour per ambulance on duty has increased by using one of the policies described above. Especially for the compliance table policies this number has become very large. This phenomenon is due to the fact that carrying out this policy may induce multiple relocations at a decision moment (e.g., if the system enters state 14 from state 13 in the computed MEXCLP compliance table for Amsterdam, displayed in Table A2 ). This is in contrast to the real-time methods described in this paper where only one relocation, possibly split up into multiple chains, is allowed at a decision moment. This effect is especially large for the region Amsterdam, for which the computed compliance table is not nested. 7 Moreover, in the number of relocations the number of redirections is included as well. Almost half of the number of relocations consist of redirections. In that sense, it is probably less inconvenient for the crew as it is already on the road. Although an increase of number of relocations may be problematic for an EMS system with a high load, keep in mind that a high load does not directly result in more relocations. After all, in an EMS system with a high load, many ambulances are busy. These ambulances cannot take part in a chain relocation. In addition, there are less possibilities to change the ambulance configuration, so the probability that the best ambulance configuration (for the current number of available ambulances) is already attained, is larger. If the ambulance service provider believes that the number of relocations is too large, it can easily be reduced by restrictions described in Ref. [30] . Both the DMEXCLP method with its features and the MEXCLP compliance table policies are quite consistent in their behaviour for both regions, although the regions of consideration differ heavily. The penalty heuristic, however, shows different performance: it performs comparably to the DMEXCLP method for Amsterdam, while for Flevoland it is outperformed even by the compliance table policy. A simple explanation for this phenomenon has its roots in the concept of single coverage: the method tries to maximize the demand covered at least once. This results in the relocation of ambulances to each outskirt of the region in Flevoland. As a consequence, it 'misses' a second call occurring shortly after a first one in one of the two large cities, in which approximately 75% of the incidents occur: ambulances located in the towns 3, 4, 5, and 6 are not able to arrive in cities 1 and 2 within the time threshold, resulting in a worse performance. In contrast, the distances from waiting sites to postal codes are much shorter in Amsterdam, and as a side effect, a postal code is typically automatically multiple covered, even the algorithm focuses on maximizing single coverage.
Note that the penalty heuristic does not focus on coverage solely, but it uses the penalty function of Equation (3) . One can observe in Tables 7 and 8 that minimizing the average response time is included in this penalty function as well, as this method yields the shortest mean response time for both regions. In addition, the single coverage concept is used in the penalty heuristic. As a consequence, the mean single coverage levels are highest for the penalty heuristic, at the expense of a lower mean MEXCLP coverage.
If we modify the DMEXCLP method of [16] in such a way that extra decision moments and chain relocations are allowed, we observe an improvement over other policies on most performance indicators if the coverage penalty function is used. In the next section, we consider different penalty functions and explore the performance of the DMEXCLP method with additional features.
Different performance criteria
For the study of different penalty functions we have chosen the DMEXCLP method in which we assume that the hospital transfer time follows a Weibull distribution (method 2 in the previous section). We consider the following penalty functions:
: the coverage penalty function, with a time threshold of 720 s.
: this penalty function focuses on minimization of the average response time.
• t Φ ( ) 3 : the penalty function of Equation (3), which is a compromise between minimizing late arrivals and minimizing average response times.
Results are displayed in Table 9 . One may expect that the number of late arrivals and average response time are positively correlated. However, the results contradict this hypothesis: an increase of 6.00% and 9.42% in late arrivals is observed if one uses Φ 2 instead of Φ 1 , for Flevoland and Amsterdam, respectively. In contrast, the average response time is reduced by 5.82% and 11.59%, respectively. Similar behaviour was also observed in Ref. [28] .
Concerning the mean response time, the results clearly indicate that Φ 3 is a compromise between Φ 1 and Φ 2 . This is not reflected in the percentage on time, however: surprisingly, the incorporation of Φ 3 into the DMEXCLP method with additional features performs slightly better than Φ 1 , which focuses on maximizing this quantity. (Although it should be noted that the confidence intervals largely overlap.)
Based on the results in Table 9 , we would suggest to use t Φ ( ) 3 in a DMEXCLP environment. However, we want to note that t Φ ( ) 1 makes for a fine alternative, as the results only differ slightly (7-20 s for the average response time). A reason to choose t Φ ( ) 1 could be to make it easier to explain the behaviour of the system to EMS management and/ or crew.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the implementation of several aspects and features present in the penalty heuristic of [30] in the dynamic relocation method DMEXCLP proposed in Ref. [16] . Next, we draw conclusions and make recommendations.
Adding extra decision moments (i.e., also relocating when a vehicle is dispatched to an incoming incident) is something we highly recommend in rural regions. We draw this conclusion based on the results in Table 2 . For urban regions, we consider this as an extra option, that may be implemented if the region is willing to increase the crew's workload. Moreover, we recommend the use of chain relocations only if these extra decision moments are added. After all, Table 4 shows that no performance gain is achieved, while the workload on the crew is much higher. In contrast, if extra decision moments are added, the effect of chain relocations on the performance is much larger, cf., Tables 7  and 8 When it comes to ambulances involved in a drop-off at a hospital, our initial recommendation is to ignore them (in terms of coverage provided). The reason for this, is that including them makes the moveup somewhat harder to implement (and explain), while it does not benefit the patients. An exception to this rule could be, when an EMS crew struggles with their workload: in that case, including the ambulances at hospital could be worthwhile, because it slightly reduces the relocation times (as seen in Table 3 ).
Recall that our numerical experiments involved two regions: Amsterdam, a busy, urban region and Flevoland, a more rural one. Since the performance of the two regions is similar, this naturally means that they differ in vehicle utilization (ca. 17% for Flevoland versus 50% for Amsterdam). By Dutch standards, these regions are rather extreme, and therefore we consider the system stress-tested for the Dutch EMS system. However, in an international context even more extreme situations may arise. One should keep in mind that the results of our study may not carry over to regions with characteristics that severely differ from the Dutch system.
The abovementioned diversity of EMS systems worldwide brings us to our final -and very important -recommendation. Before implementing any ambulance move-up policy, perform simulation experiments in order to get a realistic idea of what effect the move-up policy has on response times. Keep in mind that every region is different, and that it is very hard to predict effects in a system as complex and stochastic as ambulance services. Mathematical models should be used with care in complex systems in practice: in our opinion simulation is an important tool that can truly capture the behaviour of the system.
